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I N T E R O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M M E M O R A N D U M I N T E R I E U R

TO: Members of the Policy Committee DATE: 8 November 2006
A: Participants at the 31 October Policy Committee meeting

(see distribution list)
R E F E R E N C E :

T H R O U G H :
S/C DE:

FROM: The Secretary-General
DE:

ft
SUBJECT: Decisions of the Secretary-General - 26 October 2006 Policy Committee Meeting

OBJET:

Decision No. 2006/44 - Strengthening the Policy Committee Process

i. The Secretary-General-designate and his transition team will be informed of the main conclusions
of the Policy Committee and senior managers regarding the key lessons learned from the Policy
Committee process and proposals to further strengthen it, as outlined in the summary record of discussion.

ii. Actions listed in the attached annex should be taken immediately, as per the taskings indicated.

* * *

cc: Deputy Secretary-General
Mr. Nambiar
Ms. Barcena
Mr. Dervis
Mr. Gambari
Mr. Guehenno
Mr. Egeland
Mr. Ocampo
Ms. Arbour
Mr. Michel
Mr. Tharoor
Mr. Tanaka
Mr. Orr
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FROM: The Secretary-General /
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fl ~ -—'
S U B J E C T : Decisions of the Secretary-General - 26 October 2006 Policy Committee Meeting

OBJET:

Decision No. 2006/44 - Strengthening the Policy Committee Process

i. The Secretary-General-designate and his transition team will be informed of the main conclusions
of the Policy Committee and senior managers regarding the key lessons learned from the Policy
Committee process and proposals to further strengthen it, as outlined in the summary record of discussion.

ii. Actions listed in the attached annex should be taken immediately, as per the taskings indicated.

* *

cc: Deputy Secretary-General
Mr. Nambiar
Ms. Barcena
Mr. Dervis
Mr. Gambari
Mr. Guehenno
Mr. Egeland
Mr. Ocampo
Ms. Arbour
Mr. Michel
Mr. Tharoor
Mr. Tanaka
Mr. Orr
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Annex 1
Actions to be taken to strengthen Policy Committee processes

Implementation and follow-up of decisions
• Introduce decision updates as a standard item on the Policy Committee agenda [PC Secretariat]
• Regularly update the status of decisions with all concerned departments/entities - not only the lead

department [PC Secretariat]
• Review and update decision logs to ensure implementation and follow-up within their departments

and entities [front offices of PC members]
• Regularly share the implementation status/update with all concerned entities before that decision

update is discussed as an agenda item on the Policy Committee meeting [PC Secretariat]
• Reduce the time for distribution of signed decisions to under a week [PC Secretariat and EOSG]
• Designate an implementation deadline and/or a decision update deadline as part of each Secretary-

General's decision [PC members]
• Take responsibility for implementation by disseminating and communicating appropriate decisions

and/or clear implementation instructions to staff in charge of implementation, particularly to staff
in the field and country teams [PC members/ action departments]

Confidentiality vs. dissemination and information sharing
• Introduce and circulate confidentiality guidelines for policy papers and decisions [PC Secretariat]
• Ensure that dissemination of policy papers and decisions is carried out based on the confidentiality

guidelines [PC members' front offices]
• Be more rigorous in holding early 'brainstorming' sessions in which the policy paper is scoped and

its confidentiality and distribution determinations are made [PC Member/lead department]
• Continue to back-brief desk officers on relevant decisions following PC meetings [PC Secretariat]
• Continue to share decision memos with the UNDO ExCom for most country-specific issues with

operational consequences and resume notes for SMG [PC Secretariat]
• Include in policy papers an explicit indication if wider dissemination is required (e.g. through a

Secretary-General's Bulletin, memos to heads of UN entities, public speeches of the Secretary-
General) [PC members]

Representation of differing and dissenting views
• Reinforce the guidelines about reflecting dissenting views in policy papers [PC members, lead

department]

Agenda management
• All Policy Committee members to propose and develop agenda items, in each case focussing on

key strategic questions facing the UN
• Ensure that SG priorities are fully incorporated into the forward agenda, and consolidate EOSG

views on the agenda [PC Secretariat and EOSG]
• Encourage thematic and development related items for the agenda of the Policy Committee, while

recognizing that much of its agenda will be political and country-specific matters. [PC members,
PC Secretariat]

• Reach out to executive committees by briefing on past meetings (with appropriate confidentiality
considerations) and by getting suggestions on potential agenda items [PC members/ executive
committee chairs and their staff]
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Relationship and interaction with other entities
• Maintain PC membership as is but Chairs of Executive Committees to take on responsibility for

better information sharing with the executive committee membership through desk officers and
personally [UNDO Chair, EC-ESAChair, ECPS Chair, ECHA Chair]

• Assist hi providing briefings for executive committees as requested on the work of the Policy
Committee [PC Secretariat]

Consolidating the PC Secretariat
• The Policy Committee Secretariat's structure needs to be formalized through the regular budget

process.
• A consultant should be brought on board to improve electronic web-based access to PC documents

and processes for PC members and wider UN system.



Summary Record of Discussion
Policy Committee meeting of

Agenda Item 1 - Policy Committee Lessons Learned.

1. The Policy Committee considered a note by the Policy Committee Secretariat on
'Strengthening the Policy Committee Process' which reflected feedback on the process
from a total of 110 senior managers across the system who attended briefings to take
stock of the first year of the Policy Committee's operations.

2. The Policy Committee had been an active body. Since May 2005, PC held 45
meetings. Total of 72 items discussed, 45 (or 60%) country-specific and 27 (or 40%)
thematic, resulting in a total of 416 SG decisions. Country-specific items referred, in the
main, to post-conflict countries and countries in which the SG's good offices were
engaged. Development-related issues have been touched on but mainly in the
peacebuilding context. Thematic issues have been more structural or policy setting,
ranging from issues related to how UN entities are organized (e.g. gender architecture,
peacebuilding) to UN substantive approaches on policy issues (e.g. trade, climate change)

3. Overall feedback received from Policy Committee Members was generally
positive and encouraging. The Policy Committee experience was considered generally a
success and it constituted an improvement over previous processes. Some members
noted in particular that the Committee had allowed for their departmental views to more
reliably enter the policy and decision-making process.

4. Policy Committee Members discussed a number of areas in which the Policy
Committee process could be strengthened to ensure consistent results. These included:

a) Identifying the strategic questions
Papers should pose the key strategic questions facing the UN on a given issue.

Some past policy papers focused too much on the more tactical, operational
recommendations. It was vital to focus the Policy Committee discussions at the strategic
level, to ask, for example "is the situation fundamentally on track, and if not, what can be
done to shift it". To that end, engagement is needed of senior officials, including the
Secretary-General, EOSG officials, and relevant USGs, at an early stage to identify the
fundamental policy concerns they wish to see addressed in papers. Some PC meetings
might be held to do strategic, structured brainstorming on given issues. Training for desk
officers in drafting strategically oriented decision papers should also be offered.
Strategic recommendations should continue to include options and dissenting views
where applicable. It was also noted that the UN's 'tool box' was limited in terms of
resources for diplomatic intervention and this often limited the types of recommendable
actions. In many country situations the core issues require diplomatic intervention, yet
the UN's good offices resources are tiny compared to the humanitarian and
peacekeeping.

b) Managing the Agenda
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It was noted that DPKO and DPA had been responsible for the majority of agenda
items. Thematic and development issues should also figure in the agenda, and members
were encouraged to propose them. However, the absence most of the large development
actors meant the Committee was not well suited to discussing development matters. The
Secretary-General's direct decision-making tended to be weighted to 'front line' political
issues and hence the country-specific items would be the mainstay of the agenda. There
needed to be more engagement at senior levels on defining what came onto the agenda
and why, since at present it was not always clear to UN managers. It was also argued that
more regular linkages should be put in place between the Policy Committee Secretariat
and senior EOSG advisors. It was also vital to ensure proper lead times in developing
agenda items into policy submissions.

c) Role of non-members and links with other senior management groups
To allow for policy debate and direct decision by the Secretary-General, the

Policy Committee must remain a relatively small body able to deal with confidential
matters. It should continue to invite other senior officials as necessary for specific
agenda items. Also, its links to other senior management bodies needed to be more
clearly spelled out. The whole arrangement of committees should be reviewed and
rationalised, their agendas better coordinated, and their time demands economized. It
was argued that the Senior Management Group has been more of an information sharing
body. One option would be for it meet once a month only, and to take up thematic issues,
to better focus its discussion. Given close overlap in focus, the ECPS' role in relation to
the Policy Committee also needed to be clarified. However, its wider membership did
allow for information sharing and discussion on issues not ready for SG decision or not
on the Policy Committee agenda. The Chairs of the Executive Committees could more
actively bring their work to the attention of the Policy Committee. The Policy
Committee Secretariat should continue to brief the Executive Committees on request.

d) Balancing confidentiality versus dissemination of information
It was noted that there is often a tension between the need for broad consultation

and circulation of documents and the necessity for confidentiality. In practice, the UN
has no commonly understood system for classification and access to documents, leading
to inconsistent approaches. Documents often did not permeate down into departments
from the offices of the USGs. It was agreed that a draft confidentiality policy for Policy
Committee purposes should be finalized to promote a common approach. As a general
principle, confidentiality of inputs should be managed carefully, but decisions
disseminated widely, including through a web page or other electronically accessible
means.

e) Addressing financial implications of policy decisions
It was agreed that recommendations should better outline financial implications

wherever applicable. It was noted that the Policy Committee has held joint meetings with
the Management Committee on three occasions, and this should be continued as
necessary. Where specific posts or major new streams of activity are recommended, the
Controller's input should be sought in advance. However, management or financial
concerns should not slow implementation of a decision. Problems in this regard should
be brought to the Deputy Secretary-General to resolve.



f) Implementation follow up and consolidating the Policy Committee Secretariat
It was noted that follow up on implementation of decisions could be improved.

Implementation was primarily the responsibility of lead departments, while the Policy
Committee Secretariat had a monitoring function. It was a relatively light unit and the
process depended on active engagement of the member departments, but with a full
complement of staff could do more active monitoring of implementation. The four-
person Secretariat should be budgeted for as current arrangements depended on one full-
time staff and a shifting combination of 2-3 seconded and part-time staff.

5. A series of operational recommendations were approved by the Secretary-General
to further strengthen the Policy Committee process.



Note to the Secretary-General

(through the Deputy Secretary-General

+
Policy Committee Meeting of 26 October

Please find attached the draft decision memo and summary records of discussion
from the 17 October Policy Committee meeting on lessons learned from the Policy
Committee. The key issues for longer term strengthening of the Committee have already
been included as part of the documentation for the transition team, as specified. The
more detailed, operational and process oriented actions which can be taken now are listed
as an annex to the decision memo. These draw on the feedback of managers from across
the system and the Policy Committee members, and upon your review and signature, we
would start implementing these right away.

Robert Orr
8 November 2006
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Note to the Secretary-General
through the Deputy Secretary-General

Policy Committee Meeting on 26 October

Please find attached the background briefing note together with a note on
strengthening the Policy Committee process for the 26 October meeting of the Policy
Committee.

Robert Orr
25 October 2006
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ATTENDANCE LIST FOR POLICY COMMITTEE MEETING
Thursday, 26 October 2006

9.30 to 11.00 a.m.

NAME

Secretary-General

Deputy Secretary-General

Ms. Alicia Barcena

Mr. Vijay Nambiar

Mr. Jan Egeland

Mr. Shashi Tharoor

Mr. Nicolas Michel

Mr. Kemal Dervis

Mr. Jose Antonio Ocampo

Ms. Angela Kane

Mr. Hedi Annabi

Mr. Robert Orr

DEPARTMENT

EOSG

EOSG

OCHA

DPI

OLA

UNDP

DESA

DPA

DPKO

EOSG

* Mr. Gambari, Mr. Guehenno and Ms. Arbour will not be able to attend



Background Briefing Note for the Secretary-General
Policy Committee meeting of 26 October

Agenda Item 1 - PC Lessons Learned
• The PC Secretariat compiled a paper reflecting comments received throughout PC

operations and through briefings Bob Orr held, system wide, to sensitize senior
and mid-level managers to the Committee.

» The Policy Committee (PC) has been operational since May 2005 and has been
quite active. It has met on total of 72 separate agenda items. 45 (or 60%) were
country-specific and 27 (or 40%) thematic, through which you have taken 300
and 116 actionable decisions, respectively.

• The feedback on the PC, overall has been positive, including:
o it is a structured decision-oriented forum chaired by the Secretary-General,

with greater predictability in the steps leading up to well prepared
meetings;

o it promotes a culture of constructive debate on policy options;
o it often allows a wider range of departmental/agency views to enter the

policy making process.
• The paper lists nine broad areas (section A - G) where the system could be

strengthened. These include:
o Improving the strategic content of recommendations;
o Being more systematic on what issues come to the PC and which don't,

and why;
o Improving implementation and follow up of decisions;
o Balancing confidentiality vs dissemination of information in a consistent

way across departments;
o Continuing to ensure representation of dissenting views;
o Increasing senior engagement in determining the agenda
o Clarifying the relationship of the PC with other senior committees
o Consolidating the PC Secretariat with budgeted posts

• Flowing from these areas, the annex provides a detailed list of recommended
follow up action, much of it necessarily process oriented and more working level.
A 'green light' to proceed on these would be most useful.

• The above issues are more or less commonly agreed as important. There are a
few differing views as well. As noted in Section G, DP A is of the view that the
lead department should maintain final clearance of papers. At present the system
is set up for the PC Secretariat to be final arbiter, protecting other viewpoints and
overall quality control while the lead department frames the paper and its core
arguments.

• There have also been a few complaints that the process allows for members not
familiar with a subject to influence the decision, and sometimes thereby to
undermine a strategy. Against this is the argument is that the PC, like many
Cabinet systems, allows the chief executive the benefit of different views and that
represents process' strength.

• It is suggested that your handover note to the incoming SG highlight key lessons
from the PC and encourage its continuation.



Note on strengthening the Policy Committee Process

1. In order to deepen and strengthen the work of the Policy Committee after its first
year in operation, Mr. Orr and the Secretariat staff held meetings through the Spring of
2006 with senior managers from Policy Committee members' departments and a wide
range of non-member entities in UNDO, ECHA, ECPS and EC-ESA. The meetings
enabled the Policy Committee Secretariat to get extensive feedback on various aspects of
the work of the Policy Committee from line managers. The analysis and
recommendations below also reflect the Policy Committee Secretariat's experience.

2. There is a generally positive attitude towards the Policy Committee process.
Among the positive aspects cited by managers were:

• it is a structured decision-oriented forum chaired by the Secretary-General, with
greater predictability in the steps leading up to well prepared meetings;

• it promotes a culture of constructive debate on policy options;
• it often allows a wider range of departmental/agency views to enter the policy

making process.

3. While the Policy Committee has met its basic aim - creating a 'Cabinet-style'
structure to aid the Secretary-General's decision making - managers highlighted a
number of issues of concern and areas where the Policy Committee's processes can be
strengthened. These are listed below in summary form, with some suggested actions. A
full list of actions which are proposed to strengthen the Policy Committee is at Annex 1,
many of which are at the level of working processes. Based on discussions in the Policy
Committee, the Policy Committee Secretariat will work on these with respective
departments/agencies. The discussion will inform a handover-note for the new Secretary-
General with key lessons learned from the process.

A. Framing the recommendations and posing the strategic questions
4. A persistent problem has been that too many submission papers have not made
recommendations at the strategic level. Posing the key strategic questions facing the UN
on a given issue allows decisions of a truly 'policy' nature, from which operational
decisions flow. The Policy Committee Secretariat works with drafters to try to sharpen
recommendations, but the final product would often benefit from broad initial guidance
from the Secretary-General, USGs and/or EOSG regarding strategic concerns. This
argues for more regular discussion of the forward agenda at EOSG and USG levels, and
for USG's to engage in the departmental drafting process at an early stage. This would
help avoid the need for sometimes very substantial revisions late in the process, which
often have to be undertaken by the Policy Committee secretariat. At the drafting and mid-
level management level, the short decision paper format has posed a challenge in a UN
system accustomed to drafting more descriptive reports and shying away from proactive
initiatives. Periodic training courses in drafting concise, decision-oriented and strategic
papers would also be useful.



B. What issues belong in the Policy Committee?
5. The Policy Committee aims to serve the Secretary-General in his decision
making, and thus on one level this is a simple question - the Committee should consider
those issues that the Secretary-General wishes it to, and he decides when to use other
fora. Notwithstanding this fundamental principle, it is important that there be a common
understanding across the UN system of what issues are expected to be brought to the
Committee, and which are not. The standing of the Policy Committee can be undermined
when some issues of strategic importance to the Organisation do not appear, are taken off
the agenda, or are taken up in other fora, without clarity as to the relationship between
them and the Committee. For example, dedicated senior level fora should continue to be
established for fast-moving crises, but clear indications should be given as to the
continuing role of the Committee on such issues. The same is true for issues that have
not been on the Committee's agenda, such as the Middle East, even if no role is foreseen
for the Policy Committee. On the other end of the spectrum, issues that are principally
motivated by the desire for information sharing or discussion as opposed to decision-
making should be handled in other fora.

C. Implementation and follow-up of decisions
6. Some managers raised cases in which the Secretary-General's decisions have not
been implemented in a timely manner, or where implementation across departments was
inconsistent. In some cases there was lack of follow-up by relevant departments or field-
level managers. In other cases actions were taken that were inconsistent with the
Secretary-General's decisions without reference back to him or the Policy Committee.
Delays in disseminating decisions or lack of adequate distribution of decisions to staff at
the implementation level has also on occasion hampered effective implementation.
While these problems are by no means widespread, when they do occur they diminish the
effectiveness of the process. Those tasked with implementation will need to ensure that
their staff are briefed by the principals, decisions are disseminated, and that field staff are
tasked, and action followed up on. Recommendations and decisions should include
deadlines for implementation. The decision log which the PC Secretariat maintains
should be reviewed periodically by all relevant front offices. The PC Secretariat and
EOSG will also need to ensure swift dissemination of decisions.

D. Confidentiality vs. dissemination and information sharing
7. Many managers pointed to the tension between the need for broader consultation
and circulation of papers and decisions on the one hand, and the necessity for
confidentiality on the other. A number of UN entities have appealed for greater
information, but it is also recognized that the Policy Committee often depends upon
confidentiality to handle sensitive issues. In practice, the UN has no commonly
understood system for classification of and access to documents. As a result, the system
responds inconsistently to classification, some erring on the side of caution and not even
allowing concerned staff to see the papers and decisions, while others distribute without
adequate controls. On occasion stricter classification than necessary has been applied,
impeding consultation and implementation. At least three weeks before the Policy
Committee meeting, the lead department should hold a 'brainstorming' session to
determine the scope of the paper, the level of confidentiality and distribution



requirements, but this has often not been held. There should be common procedures
governing documents to be held as strictly confidential and 'close hold' (the exception
rather than the rule), as well as for confidential and non-confidential papers. The Policy
Committee Secretariat should distribute a set of new procedures to PC Members' front
offices. Front offices should also ensure that their staff with a 'need to know' receive
documents.

8. The decisions should continue to be shared with the UNDO Excom and wider
SMG as necessary, hi order to enhance access to key documents, the Policy Committee
Secretariat will create a dedicated electronic Lotus Notes site available to Policy
Committee members and another for SMG members with confidential information
limited where necessary. Some managers also argued that, besides the question of who
had access to Committee documents themselves, there is a need for broader promulgation
of policies after decisions were taken. It would be helpful to include, in relevant policy
papers, more explicit consideration of whether, and how the recommended Secretary-
General's decisions can be converted into broader policy guidance.

E. Representation of differing and dissenting views
9. Effective policy debate and decision making depends upon differing views, and
options, being put on the table. Despite clear guidance on the need to reflect dissenting
views, some policy submissions could have better represented differing opinions. Where
available, more than one option should be offered for the Secretary-General's decision,
including from a single department, for example when HQ and the field disagree. The
tendency not to fully reflect dissenting views and/or options is due sometimes to the lead
drafters not fully reflecting opposing views (which the Policy Committee secretariat has
been able to correct in the final versions on numerous occasions), and sometimes to the
UN's 'organizational culture' wherein UN entities prefer not to be seen overtly
disagreeing. On occasion, the views of entities farther removed from the consultation
process (particularly those in the field) were not adequately represented. Resolving the
issues of the representation of dissenting views requires a concerted effort on the part of
both the Policy Committee members and the drafters. It will also occasionally require
broadening and deepening the consultation process through improved communication
within and among UN entities. Early dissemination of drafts for comment is also vital.

F. Responsibility for final submissions
10. Through the consultations on this note, DPA expressed concern over extensive
final modifications to certain texts by the Policy Committee Secretariat, while others
expressed appreciation for the Secretariat's editing. DPA also suggested the lead
department should maintain final clearance of papers. At present the system is set up for
the Secretariat to be final arbiter, protecting other viewpoints and overall quality control
while the lead department frames the paper and its core arguments. Collaboration
between the Secretariat and lead department is extensive. DESA also called for an
adjustment to the format of the Recommendations section, in the case of thematic issues,
for better articulation of UN policy positions.



G. Agenda management
11. An analysis of the topics covered in the Policy Committee meetings revealed 60
percent of the agenda had been on country issues, while 40 percent has been on
'thematic' issues ranging from inter-UN coordination (e.g. Integrated Missions) to UN
policy issues (e.g. Climate Change). Many expressed the view mat the balance might be
overweighted towards country issues, the bulk of which were brought by DPKO and
DPA. There were far fewer items brought forward by the development and humanitarian
side and it was suggested that the Policy Committee might review, for key countries, the
strategic goals underpinning the UN's development approach. It is important that all
Policy Committee members develop agenda items. Also, EOSG should ensure that the
Secretary-General's priorities are fully incorporated into the forward agenda.

H. Relationship and interaction with other entities
12. The relationship between the Policy Committee and other UN coordinating and
decision-making bodies, in particular the four executive committees, SMG and CEB, is a
cause of some confusion. Those represented in Executive Committees were not fully
satisfied that their views are represented by the chairs of Executive Committees. Some
argued that the membership of the PC was skewed towards Secretariat entities and that
the PC process was not adequately representing a large part of the UN if its aim is to
make policy decisions for the 'UN system'. At the same time, others stressed that PC
membership should not grow larger lest decision-making effectiveness be undermined.
In order to address the concerns expressed, the Chairs of the Executive Committees
should take on more responsibility for sharing Policy Committee information with the
Executive Committees through desk officers and personally. The PC Secretariat should
continue to brief ECPS upon request and provide information to the other committees.

13. The relationship between the Policy Committee process and specialized agencies
was also considered challenging by some. While agencies need to be consulted as
appropriate, and decisions of the Secretary-General may well involve the agencies or
seek specific actions of them, some resentment from the part of the agencies has been
registered when decisions emanating from the Policy Committee are presented as binding
on them. Care should be taken in distinguishing decisions directed to the system as
opposed to the specialized agencies. Some suggested these sensitivities could be assuaged
by having communications with the agencies carried out by the concerned lead-
Department, rather than the Policy Committee Secretariat.

/. Consolidating the PC Secretariat
14. A number of managers highlighted the role of the Policy Committee Secretariat as
central to the process. It has thus far been a shifting combination of 2-3 seconded and
shared staff and in spite of this 'light' structure is tasked with a wide variety of
operational, process-related and quality control tasks. A staffing structure of 3
professional and 1 GS proposed for the Secretariat remains to be allocated and should be
formalized through the regular budget process. In fact, if the attached recommendations
are to be implemented effectively, an additional staff may be required.



Annex 1
Recommended actions to strengthen Policy Committee processes

Implementation and follow-up of decisions
• Introduce decision updates as a standard item on the Policy Committee agenda

[PC Secretariat]
• Regularly update the status of decisions with all concerned departments/entities -

not only the lead department [PC Secretariat]
• Review and update decision logs to ensure implementation and follow-up within

their departments and entities [front offices of PC members]
• Regularly share the implementation status/update with all concerned entities

before that decision update is discussed as an agenda item, on the Policy
Committee meeting [PC Secretariat]

• Reduce the time for distribution of signed decisions to under a week [PC
Secretariat and EOSG]

• Designate an implementation deadline and/or a decision update deadline as part of
each Secretary-General's decision [PC members]

• Take responsibility for implementation by disseminating and communicating
appropriate decisions and/or clear implementation instructions to staff in charge
of implementation, particularly to staff in the field and country teams [PC
members/ action departments]

Confidentiality vs. dissemination and information sharing
• Introduce and circulate confidentiality guidelines for policy papers and decisions

[PC Secretariat]
• Ensure that dissemination of policy papers and decisions is carried out based on

the confidentiality guidelines [PC members' front offices]
• Be more rigorous in holding early 'brainstorming' sessions in which the policy

paper is scoped and its confidentiality and distribution determinations are made
[PC Member/lead department]

• Continue to back-brief desk officers on relevant decisions following PC meetings
[PC Secretariat]

• Continue to share decision memos with the UNDO ExCom for most country-
specific issues with operational consequences and resume notes for SMG [PC
Secretariat]

• mclude in policy papers an explicit indication if wider dissemination is required
(e.g. through a Secretary-General's Bulletin, memos to heads of UN entities,
public speeches of the Secretary-General) [PC members]

Representation of differing and dissenting views
• Reinforce the guidelines about reflecting dissenting views in policy papers [PC

members, lead department]

Agenda management
• All Policy Committee members to propose and develop agenda items



• Ensure that SG priorities are fully incorporated into the forward agenda [PC
Secretariat]

• Balance thematic and country-specific discussions on the agenda of the Policy
Committee, specifically include more development-related issues [PC members,
PC Secretariat]

• Discuss the strategic goals underpinning development approach for select key
countries in Policy Committee meetings [UNDO Chair]

• Reach out to executive committees by briefing on past meetings (with appropriate
confidentiality considerations) and by getting suggestion on potential agenda
items [PC members/ executive committee chairs and their staff]

Relationship and interaction with other entities
• Maintain PC membership as is but Chairs of Executive Committees to take on

responsibility for better information sharing with the executive committee
membership through desk officers and personally [UNDO Chair, EC-ESA Chair,
ECPS Chair, ECHA Chair]

• Assist in providing briefings for executive committees as requested on the work
of the Policy Committee [PC Secretariat]

Consolidating the PC Secretariat
• The Policy Committee Secretariat's structure needs to be formalized through the

regular budget process.
• A consultant should be brought on board to improve electronic web-based access

to PC documents and processes for PC members and wider UN system.
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